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This document describes the NIST Interoperability public working group cast vote records (CVR) UML
model version 16. This model supports 3 general use cases:
1. Interoperable exports of CVRs from devices such as scanners, DREs (direct record electronic), or
other devices that create CVRs and perform contest rule post-processing.
a. Resultant interoperable import into tabulators, such as election management systems
(EMS), or import into auditing systems, or import into adjudication systems.
2. Interoperable exports of aggregated collections of CVRs from aggregating devices such as EMS.
3. Interoperable export of CVRs from adjudication devices.
A JSON schema will be generated from the UML model such that scanners and other devices can export
and import CVRs in JSON and validate usage against the schema. It should be straightforward to convert
the JSON format to other formats such as comma-separated value.
To support auditing, the model contains the following:










Support for digitally-signed exports of CVRs.
Support for ballot-level auditing, i.e., there is an identifier that can be linked to an ID (identifier)
on the corresponding paper ballot provided the scanner creating the CVR can impress an
identifier on the ballot as it is scanned.
If the scanner does contest-rule post-processing of the ballot selections, indications of what
actions the scanner took, e.g., "voter selection overridden by contest rules".
Indications of marginal marks, mark quality/density (if scanner is capable).
A CVR can include signed/hashed references to an associated image of the ballot or images of
write-ins made by the voter on a paper ballot.
Improved handling of multi-sheet ballots so that one can more accurately count the number of
multi-sheet ballots scanned even if page 1 or any other page is missing.
Capability to include batch IDs or other batch information.
Support to include adjustments to vote selections made by adjudicators.

1. Examples of Structure
Several examples of usage structure may clarify the model and documentation. Briefly, the
exports/imports are structured as optionally signed collections of CVRs that can be each linked to an
election (e.g., a precinct with associated contests, candidates, ballot selections, parties, etc.), a generating
device (e.g., a scanner or BMD (Ballot Marking Device) in use at the precinct), and the tabulating device
(e.g., an EMS that aggregates and tabulates). The general file structure is as follows:
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CastVoteRecordReport:
 Date/Time of report generation, Notes, Version, Digital signature
 Election associated with the CVRs:
o Identification of the election, e.g., MD General Election Precinct A1
o Collection of Candidate definitions, each with a unique identifier
o Collection of Contest and BallotSelection definitions
 Device generating the export
 CastVoteRecord 1
 CastVoteRecord 2
 CastVoteRecord 3
 …

CVR general file structure

As with the NIST 1500-100 Election Results Reporting specification (https://www.nist.gov/itl/voting/nistelection-results-common-data-format-specification), definitions for the candidates and contests and ballot
selections are defined once at the Election level, and the CVRs link to these definitions rather than
repeating them so as to reduce file sizes.
An example of the structure for each CVR within the export/import file is as follows:
CastVoteRecord:
 ID and status information:
o ID of corresponding ballot style
o ID to link the CVR with corresponding paper ballot
o ID of an associated batch and sequence number within the batch
o ID of the party if a primary election
o ID of the device that created the CVR and its voting location
o Sheet number if a multi-page ballot
o Status of the CVR as needed - counted? adjudicated? needs adjudication?
 ContestVote:
o Link to a contest containing ballot selection(s) and/or undervoted
o Status of the contest as needed - overvoted/undervoted? adjudicated?
invalidated?
o Vote variation, e.g., approval, n-of-m, RCV, range, etc.
o BallotSelectionVote:
 Link to a marked ballot selection
 Status of the ballot selection as needed - marked by voter? by rules? by
adjudication?
 If write-in, link to the image of the write-in
 Additional information as required depending on vote variation.
o Additional BallotSelectionVotes as needed per vote variation.

CVR example structure
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There may be additional ballot selections in the contest depending on the vote variation in effect, e.g., for
RCV, multiple candidate ballot selections can be chosen, each one with an associated rank. Ballot
selections are relatively simple in structure, but bear more explanation due to the requirement of handling
multiple vote variations. Ballot selections are expected to be handled as follows:






Contests that contain ballot selections and/or that are undervoted are included in the CVR.
o If the contest is entirely undervoted, only the number of votes lost due to undervoting is
included; no ballot selections are included.
Ballot selections are included for the contest if:
o The voter made a mark recognized by the scanner or DRE as a valid mark.
o The voter made a mark recognized by the scanner as a marginal mark.
o The scanner invalidated a voter mark or generated a new mark because of contest rules.
o Adjudication invalidated a mark or generated a new mark.
For each ballot selection, there are one or more associated vote marks and additional values
depending on the vote variation and how the ballot is laid out, e.g.,
o For Plurality voting, generally one mark.
o For RCV or approval or cumulative or range, possibly multiple marks.
o For RCV, a ranking may be included.
o For cumulative or range, a total number of votes (or score) may be included.
o Each marginal mark detected would be included as a vote mark, flagged as marginal.
o Each mark must be flagged as to whether it is marginal, a valid voter mark, generated or
invalidated due to post-processing or adjudication, etc.

A ballot selection is analogous to a line or row on a ballot, whereas vote marks are analogous to bubbles
associated with the ballot selection, as shown in Figure 1, showing an example of a RCV contest.

Figure 1 - RCV ballot example
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In Figure 1, depending on contest rules, more than one bubble filled in for a given candidate ballot
selection may be allowable or may be an overvote. In Figure 2, showing an example for cumulative
voting, multiple bubbles can be filled in vote each ballot selection, with a total number of votes (or score)
included for each candidate.

Figure 2 - Cumulative voting ballot example

In Figure 3, showing an example of range voting, one bubble can be filled in for each ballot selection, and
each candidate will have an associated score or number of votes.

Figure 3 - Range voting ballot example
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The BallotSelectionVote class includes, for each ballot selection, ranks and scores for candidates as
needed in the vote variation, as well as the position of each selection and each vote mark (bubble)
associated with the ballot selection. An example of the structure is as follows:
BallotSelectionVote:







Position on the ballot of the ballot selection.
Status of the ballot selection, e.g., overvoted.
Total number of votes, i.e., number of voter marks counted as votes.
VoteMark – a mark made for the ballot selection:
o Number of countable votes represented by the mark, e.g., 0 if an
overvote or marginal, 1 if a valid voter mark and plurality voting, more for
cumulative or range or other vote variations depending on how the ballot
is laid out.
o Position of the mark when multiple marks are possible.
o Rank, for RCV
o Status of the mark, e.g., adjudicated, valid voter mark, marginal,
generated by scanner, etc.
o Mark metric – vendor specific measurement of mark quality, density, and
so forth
Additional VoteMarks – if other marks are made for the ballot selection.
BallotSelectionVote example structure

The remainder of this document describes the classes and enumerations in the UML model.
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2. Classes
Note: classes Candidate, Code, Contest, GpUnit, InternationalizedText, Party, and any associated
subclasses, as well as enumerations IdentifierType and VoteVariation, are defined in the NIST 1500-100
Election Results Reporting specification.

CastVoteRecordReport
This is the root class; it contains information that applies to the entire report such as date/time generated
and digital signature.
Attributes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

CastVoteRecord – zero or more – a collection of CVRs.
Election – zero or more – identifies an election for which CVRs are being reported.
GeneratedDate – one – date and time when the report was generated.
GpUnit – zero or more – the location, e.g., precinct, for which the report was generated.
Notes – zero or one – additional explanatory notes as applicable.
ReportGeneratingDevice – one or more – identifies the device generating the report.
ReportType – zero or more – identifies the type of report, from enumeration ReportType.
OtherReportType – zero or one – used to indicate the type of report when ReportType is other.
Signature – zero or one – for a digital signature applied to the report.
Version – one – the version of the CVR format, e.g., 1.0.

Election
Parent is CastVoteRecordReport. For a given election, defines the contests, ballot selections, candidates,
and ballot measures referenced in the CVRs.
Attributes:
1. Candidate – zero or more – identifies the candidates referenced in the CVRs.
2. Code – zero or more – a code associated with the election, e.g., a precinct identifier if the election
scope is a precinct.
3. Contest – zero or more – identifies the contests referenced in the CVRs.
4. ElectionScope – zero or one – identifies the election scope, i.e., the political geography
corresponding to the election.
5. Name – zero or one – a text string identifying the election.

GpUnit, ElectionScope, SmallestVotingUnit
For GpUnit, parent is CastVoteRecordReport, for identifying the geographical location for the report
generation device, which could be the location of a scanner or the location of an EMS that generates an
aggregated collection of CVRs. For ElectionScope, parent is Election, for identifying the geographical
scope of the election, e.g., a precinct, vote center, county, etc. For SmallestVotingUnit, parent is
CastVoteRecord, for identifying the smallest voting unit associated with the CVR, such as a precinct or
split. ElectionScope and SmallestVotingUnit are roles (other names) for GpUnit (described in NIST
1500-100).
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ReportGeneratingDevice, OriginatingDevice
For ReportGeneratingDevice, parent is Election, for identifying the device that generated the report, e.g.,
an EMS. For OriginatingDevice, parent is CastVoteRecord, for identifying the device that created the
CVR, e.g., a scanner. ReportGeneratingDevice and OriginatingDevice are roles (other names) for the
ReportingDevice class, which is a subclass of GpUnit and has additional attributes (described in NIST
1500-100).

CastVoteRecord
Parent is CastVoteRecordReport. A CVR generated by a scanner or other vote capture device, with
capability to contain all contests in which a ballot selection was made.
Attributes:
1. Annotation – zero or more – an annotation that applies to the entire CVR.
2. BallotIdentifier – zero or one – an ID for the ballot, will be the same for every sheet of a multisheet ballot.
3. BallotImage – zero or more – a pointer to an image file of the scanned paper ballot plus a hash or
signature associated with the image file.
4. BallotStatus – zero or more – the status of the CVR, e.g., adjudicated, counted, etc.
5. OtherBallotStatus – zero or one – used to indicate the status when BallotStatus is other.
6. BallotStyleId – zero or one – an ID of the ballot style of the ballot used by the voter for this CVR.
7. BatchId – zero or one – an ID if the CVR is part of a batch.
8. BatchSequenceNumber – zero or one – a sequence number for the corresponding paper ballot.
9. ContestVote – zero or more – used to associate a contest in which a ballot selection was made.
10. Election – zero or more – used to associate the corresponding election.
11. Identifier – zero or one – used to link the CVR with the corresponding paper ballot, e.g., would
contain the same value that the scanner impressed on the paper ballot as it was scanned.
12. NumWriteIns – zero or one – the number of write-ins in the CVR.
13. OriginatingDevice – zero or one – the device that created the CVR.
14. Party – zero or more – used to identify a party as needed, e.g., for partisan primaries.
15. SequenceNumber – zero or one – a number to identify the CVR within the export/import file.
16. SheetNumber – zero or one – number of the ballot sheet in the case of a multi-sheet ballot.
17. SmallestVotingUnit – zero or one – the precinct, split, or other location associated specifically
with the CVR.

ContestVote
Parent is CastVoteRecord. Identifies a contest in which a ballot selection was made and associates the
ballot selection(s). Overvotes plus Undervotes plus TotalVotes must equal the number of votes allowable
in the contest, e.g., in a “chose 3 of 5” contest in which the voter chooses only 2, then Overvotes = 0,
Undervotes = 1, and TotalVotes = 2, which adds up to the number of votes allowable = 3.
Attributes:
1. Annotation – zero or more – used for an annotation that applies to the contest.
2. BallotSelectionVote – zero or more – used when a ballot selection was made.
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3. Contest – one – identifies the contest.
4. Overvotes – zero or one – the number of votes lost due to overvoting.
5. Status – zero or more – the status of the contest, e.g., overvoted, undervoted, etc., from
enumeration ContestStatus.
6. OtherStatus – zero or one – used to indicate the status when Status is other.
7. TotalVotes – zero or one – the number of votes cast in the contest by the voter.
8. Undervotes – zero or one – the number of votes lost due to undervoting.
9. WriteInBallotSelectionVote – zero or more – used when the ballot selection is for a write-in.

BallotSelectionVote
Parent is ContestVote. Used for a ballot selection that has been:
a) marked by the voter, including a write-in, or
b) generated by the scanner per contest rules, or
c) marked through adjudication, or
d) marked accidentally as in a marginal mark.
Attributes:
1. Annotation – zero or more – used for an annotation that applies to the ballot selection.
2. BallotSelection – zero or one – identifies the specific ballot selection in the contest.
3. Status – zero or more – the status of the ballot selection, e.g., marked-voter, from enumeration
BallotSelectionStatus.
4. OtherStatus – zero or one – used to indicate the status of the ballot selection when Status is other.
5. Position – zero or one – position of the ballot selection as it appeared on the ballot.
6. TotalNumberVotes – zero or one – the total number of votes in the ballot selection. Usually 1 for
plurality voting, but could be greater for RCV, approval, cumulative, and other vote variations.
7. VoteMark – zero or more – contains further information about the mark made (e.g., by the voter)
for the ballot selection.

WriteInBallotSelectionVote
Parent is ContestVote, used when the ballot selection is for a write-in. WriteInBallotSelectionVote is a
subclass of BallotSelectionVote and has additional attributes for the image and text of the write-in.
Attributes:
1. Image – zero or one – used for the image of the write-in from paper ballot in base64 binary
encoding and/or a file identifier for the file containing the image of the write-in.
2. Text – zero or one – used for the text of the write-in. If the CVR is produced from a handwritten
write-in on a paper ballot, the text would be added via adjudication.

VoteMark
Parent is BallotSelectionVote. Contains additional information about a (voter’s) mark in a ballot
selection. The number of potential VoteMarks that should be associated with a BallotSelection is (for
paper ballots) the same as the number of ovals next to a particular choice. There will be usually 1
instance of VoteMark for plurality voting, but there could be multiple instances for RCV, approval,
cumulative, or other vote variations in which a voter can select multiple candidates.
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Attributes:
1. Annotation – zero or more – used for an annotation that applies to the ballot selection.
2. MarkMetric – zero or more – used if the scanner can associate a mark on a paper ballot with a
density or quality or another metric.
3. NumberVotes – zero or one – the number of votes allocated by the voter for vote variations such
as cumulative or range voting.
4. Position – zero or one – position of the ballot selection for ballot selections with multiple ovals
where multiple selections can be made, e.g., picked from a horizontal or vertical row of
candidates.
5. Rank – zero or one – the rank chosen by the voter for RCV.
6. Status – zero or more – further status of the marked ballot selection, e.g., marked-voter, from
enumeration VoteMarkStatus.
7. OtherStatus – zero or one – used to indicate the status of the ballot selection when Status is other.

MarkMetric
Parent is VoteMark. Used for paper ballots containing voter marks when the scanner can assign some
metric to the mark such as for mark density or quality.
Attributes:
1. Type – one – the type of metric, will be specific to a scanner manufacturer.
2. Value – one – the value of the metric.

Annotation
Parent is CastVoteRecord, ContestVote, BallotSelectionVote, or VoteMark. Used to record an annotation
made by one or more individuals, e.g., adjudicating aspects of the ballot.
Attributes:
1. Message – zero or more – any message created by the annotator(s).
2. Name – zero or more – name of the annotator(s).
3. TimeStamp – zero or one – the date and time of the annotation.
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3. Enumerations
Enumeration BallotSelectionStatus
Used in ContestVote.Status to identify the status of a ballot selection.
Values:
1. adjudicated – the ballot selection was adjudicated.
2. invalidated-adjudicated – the ballot selection was invalidated because of adjudication.
3. invalidated-rules – the ballot selection was invalidated by the generating device because of
contest rules.
4. marked-adjudicated – the ballot selection was marked because of adjudication.
5. marked-rules – the ballot selection was marked by the generating device because of contest rules.
6. needs-adjudication – the ballot selection was flagged by the generating device for adjudication.
7. overvoted – the ballot selection was overvoted.
8. undervoted – the ballot selection was undervoted.
9. other – used when no other value in this enumeration applies to the ballot selection.

Enumeration BallotStatus
Used in CastVoteRecord.Status to identify the status of the ballot.
Values:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

adjudicated – the ballot has been adjudicated.
counted – the ballot has been counted.
invalid – the ballot is invalid (not a ballot).
needs-adjudicated – the ballot needs to be adjudicated.
unreadable – the ballot is not readable by the scanner.
other – used when no other value in this enumeration applies to the ballot.

Enumeration ContestStatus
Used in ContestVote.Status to identify the status of a contest in which ballot selection(s) were made.
Values:
1. adjudicated – the contest has been adjudicated.
2. invalidated-rules – the contest has been invalidated by the generating device because of contest
rules.
3. overvoted – the contest was overvoted.
4. undervoted – the contest was undervoted.
5. other – used when no other value in this enumeration applies to the contest.

Enumeration HashType
Used in Hash.type to indicate a type of hash used for an image file.
Values:
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1. md6
2. sha-512
3. other

Enumeration ReportingUnitType
Used in Election.ElectionScope to identify the geographical scope of the election.
Values:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

combined-precinct – for a combined precinct.
polling-place – for a polling place.
precinct – for a precinct.
split-precinct – for a split precinct.
vote-center – for a vote center.
other – used when no other value in this enumeration applies to the geographical scope.

Enumeration ReportType
Used in CastVoteRecordReport.ReportType to indicate the type of report.
Values:
1.
2.
3.
4.

adjudicated – used when the report contains adjudications.
aggregated – used when the report is an aggregation of device reports.
originating-device-export – used when the report is an export from a device such as a scanner.
rcv-round – used when the report is the result of a ranked choice voting round.

Enumeration VoteMarkStatus
Used in VoteMark.Status to identify the status of a vote mark made for a ballot selection.
Values:
1. adjudicated-countable – the vote mark was adjudicated and is countable.
2. adjudicated-invalidated – the vote mark was invalidated because of adjudication and is not
countable.
3. generated-countable – the vote mark was generated by the generating device per contest rules and
is countable.
4. invalidated-marginal-mark – the vote mark contains a marginal mark by the voter and is not
countable.
5. invalidated-rules – the vote mark was invalidated by the generating device because of contest
rules and is not countable.
6. voter-countable – the vote mark made by the voter is recognized as valid and is countable.
7. other – used when no other value in this enumeration applies to the vote mark.
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4. Definitions
approval voting - a single-winner voting method used for elections. Each voter may "approve" of (i.e.,
select) any number of candidates. The winner is the most-approved candidate.
cumulative voting - a multiple-winner voting method intended to promote more proportional
representation than winner-take-all elections. It permits voters in an election for more than one seat to put
more than one vote on a preferred candidate.
range voting - a voting method for single-seat elections, in which voters give each candidate a score, the
scores are added (or averaged), and the candidate with the highest total is elected.
ranked choice voting (RCV) - a set of election methods which allow each voter to rank contest options
in order of the voter's preference, in which votes are counted in rounds using a series of runoff tabulations
to defeat contest options with the fewest votes, and which elects a winner with a majority of final round
votes in a single-winner contest and provides proportional representation in multi-winner contests.
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